Skimmer Weir Replacement Kit Instructions

1) Lower water level below skimmer opening. Skimmer Throat must be dry. Remove existing weir.
2) If there is a raised ridge on the vertical surface beside the clip (fig 1), remove by filling until flush with the side.
3) Remove left and right clip and file until smooth.
4) Using PVC cement (sold separately), attach right weir pin round end down flush to the 45 degree throat edge and the bottom surface of the skimmer (fig 2). Allow 5 minutes for the cement to set.
5) Insert weir with flat surface facing you. Weir foam end should face the skimmer.
6) Apply PVC cement to the weir pin.
7) Angle weir towards you and insert the pin into the weir.
8) Rotate the weir and pin towards the skimmer so that the pin is round end down and attach to the skimmer flush to the bottom surface and the 45 degree throat edge.
9) Hold the left pin for 1 minute to set and slowly lower the weir.